ArmorSuit MilitaryShield Screen Protector Designed for Samsung
Galaxy S20 / Galaxy S20 5G (6.2")(Case Friendly) Ultrasonic
Fingerprint Compatible Anti-Bubble HD Clear Film Review-2021

Made in USA ArmorSuit MilitaryShield precise laser cutting screen protector for Samsung Galaxy
S20 (2020)
Ultra HD Clear and amazingly thin, perfectly matches the contours of your device. Easy application
with flexible material is designed for maximum full coverage on curved corners and edges on your
device.
Created from scratch-proof, ultra-tough, hd-clear, military-grade, de-colour material and is custom fit
for each particular gadget and device with full body and screen protection.
ArmorSuit MilitaryShield has self-repair technology, which helps eliminate minor scratches on the
film all by itself. Significantly reduces dust, oil and fingerprint smudges.
Includes: ArmorSuit MilitaryShield screen protector, installation spray, squeegee, microfiber cloth,
installation instructions and Manufacturer's Lifetime Replacement Warranty. This Warranty is ONLY
valid when purchased directly from an ArmorSuit's official seller on Amazon. ArmorSuit Screen
Protector is a flexible thermoplastic urethane film that is built to withstand the curved state it arrives
in the package. Made in USASamsung Galaxy S20 Case Friendly Screen Protector by ArmorSuit.
Made in USA.
ArmorSuit MilitaryShield is the leading brand screen protector featuring exceptional clarity for all of
your devices. It is made from the same film material that is used to protect military aircrafts,
helicopters and space shuttles. MilitaryShield is also equipped with self-repairing technology to
maximize the protection. The self-repairing technology works to constantly eliminate minor scratches
on the film. All of our MilitaryShield products are uniquely designed to fit you devices perfectly. It's
designed to provide daily protection against scratches and reduce chances of damage to your
screen from impact. Best of all, it's very easy to apply. *Made in USA*
BUBBLE FREE
MilitaryShield uses a wet installation method that leaves no bubbles. Any tiny bubbles left after
applying will disappear within 24 hours.
SELF-REPAIRING
Self-repairing technology is featured in MilitaryShield film to constantly eliminate minor scratches for
maximum protection.
FLEXIBLE FILM
To provide the most coverage for your device, MilitaryShield products are able to follow most
contours and curved edges of devices.
SMOOTH TOUCH
The smooth surface of MilitaryShield creates minimal friction and does not interfere with the touch
responsiveness of your device.
FINGERPRINT REDUCTION
MilitaryShield film makes it easy to use your device without accumulating oily fingerprints. A layer of
fingerprint reduction in MilitaryShield film helps keep the screen clean.
QUICK & EASY INSTALLATION
MilitaryShield utilizes a wet installation method that makes the installation process easy and
error-proof. Adjustments and alignments can be easily made during the installation process to match
the fit and cutouts. Mistakes and errors can be easily fixed by reapplying. Review 2021, feedback
2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap,
cheapest, value for money.

